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Abstract - In wireless communication system, the Bit Error Rate (BER) performance has been evaluated by key parameters to 

seek higher efficiency of communication channel. Those parameters are type of modulation and kind of channel coding which 

can be satisfied the quality of digital scheme and mitigate the multipath fading problems which are Inter Symbol Interference 

(ISI), and Inter Carrier Interference (ICI) between symbols. The new advanced modulation called Asymmetric Phase Shift 

Keying (APSK) connected with recent code called Trellis Code Modulation (TCM) can be increased the capably and accuracy 

of wireless communication system and used for the future Fifth Generation (5G) standard. APSK combines simultaneously two 

modulations using both the Amplitude and Phase Shift Keying (ASK and PSK). In addition, TCM code is a class of 

convolutional codes, adds redundancy by combining coding and modulation into a single operation. It is not required the 

reduction in data rate or expansion in bandwidth. APSK and TCM are advanced techniques that getting fast data rate, high 

performance, reducing the BER, dropping Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR), and rising achievable Signal to Noise Ratio 

(SNR). Consequently, TCM-APSK approach with multiple symbols are investigated by MATLAB codes and the results are 

confirmed that the TCM-APSK modulation with various rate will reach the perfect performance compared to original APSK. 

From the test results presented in this paper, M-APSK modulation attached with TCM code is efficiently mechanism that 

increased capacity, quality, and reliability of the improvable BER of wireless communication system by more than 60% than 

original APSK scheme. It is made the performance of wireless communication system more powerful of high data rate, less 

error and robust the system against the multipath fading 

 

Keywords - Asymmetric Phase Shift Keying (APSK), Trellis Code Modulation (TCM), Bit Error Rate (BER), Euclidean 

Distance (ED), Ring Ratio (α), Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR), Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), Inter-Symbol Interference 

(ISI), Inter Carrier Interference (ICI). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Multipath fading is a major problem of the wireless 

communication channel which causes the Inter Symbol 

Interference (ISI) and Inter Carrier Interference (ICI) 

between the symbols of desired modulation. As a 

result, Channels are affected by noise or fading which 

introduces error in transmitted data. Both ISI and ICI 

phenomena can be alleviated by using the new 

modulation scheme called APSK and recent TCM 

channel coding technique which reduce the effects of 

fading in wireless communication. Consequently, the 

performance and communication link will be 

maintained the quality and improved the wireless 

communication. 

 

 The aim of this work in this work is to propose and 

analyze the hybrid M-APSK combined with TCM code 

to improve the BER performance of wireless 

communication. So, TCM-APSK approach will be 

discussed as following: starting with the concepts of 

APSK technique with M symbols, then, TCM code 

method, and ending with the BER evaluation which are 

simulated by using MATLAB to prove the ability of 

M-APSK modulation with TCM code having and 

potentiality and Proficiently happens during the 

communication process when one symbol interferes 

with the adjacent symbols, but ICI occurs when 

symbols are not properly synchronized. Both ISI and 

ICI phenomena can be mitigated by using the new 

modulation scheme called APSK in wireless 

communication. Consequently, the performance and 

communication link will be maintained the quality and 

improved the wireless communication. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

APSK modulation is classified as a bandwidth efficient 

and is provided the great performance than other old 

modulation. APSK is created as a mixture of 

Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) and Phase Shift keying 

(PSK) modulations to get the features of both that 

allowed it to mitigate successfully ISI, ICI, and BER 

effects of communication link. APSK is considered as 

a super class of Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 

(QAM) modulation and has given more reliable 

performance if it designs wisely as in [1]–[6].  

 

TCM code is powerful channel coding and considered 

as a class of convolutional codes, adds redundancy by 

combining coding and modulation into a single 

function. The decoding strategy for TCM code is based 

on the widely used Viterbi algorithm. In fact, TCM is 

more advanced code used to solve easily multipath 

fading without reduction in data rate or expansion in 

bandwidth as in [8]–[9]–[10]. So, M-APSK 

modulation attached with TCM code will change the 

wireless system to be more efficient and great 

architecture. 
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III. M-APSK-TCM APPROACH 

 

A. APSK Concepts 

APSK is an efficient method in modulation schemes. It 

combines simultaneously two modulations using both 

the amplitude and phase shift keying (ASK and PSK). 

APSK has ability to get the minimum errors to the 

desired system and has the capability to provide great 

resistance to non-linear distortion in a radio channel. 

PSK is not recommended due to the power constraint 

and closely packed symbols but, APSK is so useful for 

high modulation order M = 2
k
 where k >3. Here is the 

general expression for a APSK signal is given by (1) 

below:  

 

                 (1) 

,

  
 

Where, ES(t) is the Energy of Signal Symbols. 

 

Depends on the how M=2
k
 symbols of APSK 

modulation are inserted in different circles and 

configured in such way to be proficiently detected, the 

best scheme can be selected to attain the effective BER 

performance of APSK by using mathematical 

relationship in (2): 

 

      
(2) 

 

Where, s1, s2 and s3 are the number of signal points on 

the concentric circles with radius r1, r2 and r3 

respectively. The number of symbols on outer ring 

should be greater than that in the inner ring to 

maximize the performance of the APSK system. Also, 

the optimum Ring Ratio (α) of the outer radius to the 

inner radius is so important parameter that should be 

precisely chosen to determine the best combination of 

APSK constellation.  There are different possible 

constellations for M=16. For example, 16-APSK(a) 

and (b), represents 4 or 6 symbols in the first ring, 12 or 

10 symbols in the second ring as are as are shown in 

Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. 16-APSK (a) (4+12) APSK (b) (6+10) APSK. 

B. TCM Code Method 

In telecommunication, channel coding or Forward 

Error Correction (FEC) is a system of error control for 

data transmission, whereby the sender adds redundant 

data to its messages. This allows the receiver to detect 

and correct errors without the need to ask the sender 

for additional data. There are two main categories of 

FEC, block coding and convolutional coding. Trellis 

Code Modulation (TCM) code is one of the most 

effective channel codes used for under fading and 

noisy channel. This code is a class of convolutional 

codes, adds redundancy by combining coding and 

modulation into a single operation. The decoding 

strategy for TCM code is based on the widely used 

Viterbi algorithm. TCM is more advanced code 

because it is not required the reduction in data rate or 

expansion in bandwidth as required by most of the 

other coding schemes [2]–[6]. In the TCM, both code 

and modulation are combined as a one function. The 

word Trellis means “Convolutional” which is referred 

to the name of the code that is used for doing the code 

and modulation. Generally, TCM is consisted of two 

functions Trellis Code and Constellation Modulation 

Mapper combing by a convolutional coder of rate 

 and -ary signal mapper that maps 

 input points into a large constellation of 

 constellation points as is illustrated in Fig. 

2. 

 
Fig. 2. General Structure M-APSK-TCM Code. 

 

C. The BER Evaluation of APSK Behavior 

The theoretical BER for M-APSK modulation can be 

generally evaluated by (3) down: 

 

                                      (3) 

   

                        

Where d: Distance between two symbols, k: Number of  

bits per symbol and  =  : Noise Standard 

Deviation. 

This distance between symbols can be measured by 

Sequard Euclidean Distance (SED) to decide the 
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receiver symbols that depend on the boundary 

conditions of APSK configuration. SED is the most 

important parameter and can be calculated by (4): 

    (4)                         

      

The BER performance for TCM-APSK modulation 

schemes can evaluate by using effective way called the 

Product Trellis technique. The product of a trellis 

diagram is based on the convolution code by using pair 

of paths that originate from the same node and 

eventually remerge into a single node correspond [7]. 

It provided survived path whose distance is weighted 

by SED and Hamming distance to calculate the exact 

BER of TCM approach. The upper bound of bit error 

probability is calculated by (5) after the error 

weight distribution  between symbols is 

computed based on the pair paths of trellis as is 

illustrated in (6) as follows: 

 

                     (5) 

 

     
(6) 

 

Where: 

 k: Number of used bits. 

 and  : The symbols location with 

and      

                                           without error in set 

partitioning. 

  : The transfer function of error state diagram. 

 

By this concept, TCM-APSK has given more trustable 

and high performance if it designs carefully to detect 

the BER depending on decision boundaries of APSK 

configurations and TCM code at various rate and 

modulation size. So, Additive White Gaussian Noise 

(AWGN) wireless channel is expected to gain fantastic 

performance due its low BER and efficient behavior in 

wireless environment. 

 

IV. RESULTS 

 

BER M-APSK modulation and TCM channel coding 

can evaluate graphically the quality of wireless 

communication to pursue higher efficiency of the 

improvable BER. The simulation results show that how 

are the response of M-APSK symbols connected with 

TCM code with different code rates R. Its BER 

performance has been evaluated based on various M 

symbols (4, 8, 16, and 32), as are depicted from Fig. 3. 

to Fig. 7. The x-axis represents the diverse Eb/N0 

values of M-APSK-TCM code, as follows: 

1/2TCM-4APSK, 2/3TCM-8APSK and 

4/5TCM-32APSK, while y-axis represents the 

corresponding BER values. Also, Fig. 7. demonstrates 

the relationship between M- APSK symbols with 

related TCM code rates R. 

 
Fig. 3.  Eb/N0  vs. BER in 4APSK1/2TCM. 

 
Fig. 4.  Eb/N0  vs. BER in 8APSK2/3TCM. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Eb/N0  vs. BER in 16APSK3/4TCM. 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Eb/N0  vs. BER in 32APSK4/5TCM. 
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Fig. 7.  Eb/N0  vs. BER in M-APSK-TCM at various rates. 

 

V. DISCUSSIONS 

 

M-APSK modulation combined with TCM code is 

optimum approach for wireless communication 

system. The BER reduction of TCM-APSK system 

between its symbols for several code rates R has 

obvious progresses. The comparison between APSK 

modulation with TCM code at various M symbols are 

proven by MATLAB program shown that the BER 

performance is efficiently improvable and applicable 

for TCM-APSK system. As a result, the performance 

of wireless system will be improved by the 

TCM-APSK method. It is confirmed that the accuracy 

of desired system increased as the number of symbols 

increased from (M = 4 to 32). At BER = 10
-3

, it is 

clearly 4APSK1/2TCM has grater performance 

compared to 4PSK and 4QAM about 5 dB gain as is 

shown in Fig. 3. Also, 8APSK2/3TCM performs better 

than 8APSK with approximately gain of 5.5 dB as is 

shown in Fig. 4.  Fig. 5. shows that 16APSK3/4TCM 

gets gain around 6 dB than 16APSK. Finally, At M = 

32, APSK4/5TCM has distinguished in its 

performance by 8 dB reduction as is illustrated in Fig. 

6. The efficiency of M-APSK-TCM system is nearly 

60% to 90% which proved that the reliability of 

M-APSK-TCM system is increased and its BER is 

decreased as is depicted evidently in Fig. 7. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

 

M-APSK modulation attached with TCM code will be 

more efficient and great architecture for future change 

of the 5G wireless system. The hybrid TCM-APSK 

system is precise and efficient mechanism that gets 

high performance and throughput in the wireless 

networks. As a result, the TCM-APSK approach has 

ability to increase the spectral efficiency, improve the 

BER performance, and the robust the communication 

system from multipath effects. The results using 

MATLAB have confirmed that M-APSK modulation 

combined with TCM code can yield the minimum 

errors and reduce the PAPR distortion in an AWGN 

radio channel for desired wireless system. Therefore, 

the BER performance of M-APSK-TCM scheme can 

be enhanced by more 60% compared to APSK without 

TCM code. To conclude, APSK-TCM methodology is 

a powerful technique that builds to be more adaptable, 

reliable and effective in the wireless communication 

system. 
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